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ABSTRACT

This Supplementary Material provides figures that are additional to and ex-

planations that are more detailed explanations than those provided in the main

text.
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1. Method detail

a. Lorenz’s concept of APE

1) APE

The derivation of APE begins with assessment of the potential energy in the atmosphere. Both

the geopotential energy F as well as the internal energy U are forms of potential energy, where for

one unit of mass

U = cvT, (1)

and

F = gz. (2)

Since the concept of APE as formulated by Lorenz (1955) applies only to dry atmospheres, the

latent heat does not contribute to the internal energy.

Integrating both quantities over a whole atmospheric column and building the ratio between the

two shows that this ratio is Rs/cv ⇡ 2/5, and thus constant. Therefore, both energy forms depend

on each other and it is convenient to consider the sum of both energies instead of each one on its

own. This sum can be treated as a single form of energy and was named total potential energy

(TPE) by Margules (1903).

Using the ideal gas law, the hydrostatic equation and the relationship between the heat capacities

and gas constant cp = Rs + cv (see e.g. Holton (2004)), the total potential energy can then be

expressed by

T PE =
Z •

0
r(F+U)dz =

cp

g

Z p0

0
T d p. (3)

This equation also shows that, for an atmospheric column, the enthalpy equals the total potential

energy.



Applying the definition of the potential temperature Q= T
⇣

p0
p

⌘k
and integrating by parts yields

T PE =
cp

gpk
0 (k +1)

Z •

0
pk+1dQ. (4)

This is the formulation for TPE in Lorenz (1955a) .

The underlying physical assumption for the rest state, as described above, is that surfaces of

equal pressure and equal potential temperature are parallel to the geopotential field and therefore

stratified and parallel to each other. So, in the reference state, pressure will be constant on an

isentrope and potential temperature will be constant on an isobar.

Mathematically, this results in

T PEmin =
cp

gpk
0 (k +1)

Z •

0
(pl )k+1dQ, (5)

where pl is the average pressure for a Q level. The overbar with superscript l designates a global

average on an isentrope. From this, it follows for the available potential energy

APE =
cp

gpk
0 (k +1)

Z •

0
(pk+1l

� (pl )k+1)dQ. (6)

This is the so called ”exact” formula of Lorenz (1955). It is an expression for the global available

potential energy per square meter for a dry atmosphere where topography is assumed to be flat.

The equation shows that APE can be understood as a the result of a divergence: the deviation of

pressure on an isentrope from the average pressure on that same isentrope is what contributes to

the available portion of the total potential energy.

This equation reveals that explicit calculations of APE can be performed by having knowledge

about only the two thermodynamic state variables T and p in the given-state atmosphere over the

entire volume of interest, which in our case is global in scale.



2) APE GENERATION

Lorenz’s energy cycle contains three energy transformation rates, all of which naturally have to

equal each other in the long term average. These three rates are, explicitly, the generation of APE,

the conversion of APE to kinetic energy and the dissipation of kinetic energy.

In this energy cycle, APE is generated by spatial and temporal variability in the intensity of the

solar radiation which is heating the atmosphere. This uneven heating warms already warm places

(i.e. the tropics) and lets already cool places (i.e. the poles) cool down further, leading thus to an

increase of the meridional temperature gradient. In terms of Lorenz’s concept of APE, this leads

to an increasing deviation of the state of the atmosphere from its rest state, which is equivalent to

an increase of APE.

The role of the atmosphere in this context can be seen as a heat engine which drives the energy

cycle (e.g. Wallace and Hobbs (2006)). The rate of input energy to the system at the top of the

atmosphere is the solar constant of around 340 W m�2 (net incoming solar radiation is around 240

W m�2 (Wallace and Hobbs 2006)). In the context of the heat engine, the rate of output energy

is the generation rate of APE which can be estimated by identifying the efficiency factor of the

atmospheric heat engine.

Taking the expression for APE in equation (6), Lorenz (1967) derives the efficiency factor start-

ing from the rate of change of APE with time, where two terms representing the generation and

conversion rate can be identified:

∂APE
∂ t

= G�C, (7)

where

G =�g�1
Z •

0

 
∂ p
∂Q

Q� pk p�k ∂ p
∂Q

Q

!
dQ, (8)



and

C =�
cp

g pk
0

Z •

0

 
pk— · ∂ p

∂Q
~v� pk— · ∂ p

∂Q
~v

!
dQ. (9)

With p = pr, in words the average pressure on an isentrope being the rest state pressure for parcels

belonging to that isentrope, the efficiency factor

N =

✓
1� pk

r
pk

◆
(10)

is identified, with which G can be written as

G =�g�1
Z •

0
NQ

∂ p
∂Q

dQ (11)

=
Z

NQdM, (12)

where dM denotes an element of mass in the atmosphere.

As can be seen from equation (11), at each location, the efficiency factor represents the effec-

tiveness of heating in producing APE. Where N is negative, heating would destroy APE. APE is

produced when warm places are heated or cool places cooled and destroyed when warm places are

cooled or cool places are heated.

For a moist atmosphere, Pauluis (2007) derives the efficiency factor as:

N = 1� Tr

T
. (13)

Equation (13) characterizes N for either a moist or dry atmosphere, whereas equation (10)

characterizes N for a dry atmosphere only. The rate of generation of APE can be calculated if the

diabatic heating for every parcel, the rest state pressure or temperature and the given state pressure

or temperature are known.



b. Implementation of mathematical concepts of dry APE and its generation for an atmosphere over

uneven topography

The python computer program used to perform the analysis described here is provided in the

Supplementary Material. For greater detail than can be provided in the description below, please

refer to this computer program.

Lorenz’s ”exact” formula (eq. (6)) allows us to obtain only a global average estimate of APE

for a dry atmosphere over flat topography. With a limited volume method, as found in Grotjahn

(1993), APE calculations can be applied to an atmosphere consisting of discrete air parcels. In this

study, we use realistic atmospheric data as obtained from a climate model, therefore we cannot

consider an actually dry atmosphere. To still obtain a dry treatment of the atmosphere we treat

water as mass of air and neglect effects of phase-changes during redistribution. We first implement

APE calculations in an algorithm which computes the contribution to the total amount of APE and

its generation coming from each point in the atmosphere, thus resulting in 3D fields with the

computed distributions of APE and APE generation, y latitude, longitude and altitude.

Our algorithm thereby consists of three steps which are explained in greater detail in the subse-

quent text:

1. Determination of the rest state pressure assuming Earth’s topography is flat

2. Adjustment of rest state pressure and temperature to an uneven (Earth-like) topography after

Koehler (1986)

3. Computation of dry APE and, from the heating terms in the atmosphere, the generation of

APE.



Step 1: The rest state in the computations for dry APE in an atmosphere over flat topography is

defined by the characteristics mentioned in the main text. Knowledge of the potential temperature

of each parcel is sufficient to determine the rest state for the dry treatment of atmosphere over

flat topography. This results from the following points: (a) static stability in the reference state

is equivalent to potential temperature being monotonically increasing with height, (b) potential

temperature is conserved as the redistribution is dry-adiabatic, (c) all air columns are identical

because of horizontal stratification and a flat topography. More explicitly, the rest state is found

by sorting all parcels by their value of potential temperature, with the lowest potential temperature

being at the bottom place and the highest value being at the top. In the rest state, each parcel is

assumed to be spread out evenly over the area of the Earth surface. Fig. 1 in section 1 of the

Supplemental Material explains the rest state determination graphically.

In a rest state of identical air columns, we can compute the pressure at every point in the at-

mosphere from the knowledge of the total atmospheric mass and the hydrostatic equilibrium that

prevails.

The result of step one is thus the pressure profile of the atmosphere in the rest state assuming

that topography is flat. In the next step, this pressure profile is adjusted to an Earth-like topography.

Step 2: The fundamental difference introduced by an uneven topography compared to a flat one

lies in the relationship between pressure and altitude, which makes it more complicated to deter-

mine the rest state when there is uneven topography. In the flat case, there is a direct relationship

following from basic thermodynamic equations between pressure and rest state layer height as

every air column is identical. In an atmosphere over uneven topography, however, the air columns

are not identical to each other, and this direct relationship doesn’t hold anymore. The rest state

pressure depends on the mass above each point of a layer as before, but now the amount of mass



over each point varies with topography. In this case, an iterative approach can yield the rest state

distribution from the given-state pressure profile.

Both Taylor (1979) and Koehler (1986) proposed methods on how to determine the rest state of

the atmosphere when topography is uneven. The two approaches differ in the choice and compu-

tation of variables from which the rest pressure values are retrieved. Koehler explains in his paper

how Taylor’s approach is inferior to his due to approximation errors in Taylor’s method which lead

to an insufficient accuracy in the conservation of mass. Even though Taylor’s method requires less

computational steps, this advantage has become obsolete as computational power has increased by

a multitude. We therefore implemented Koehler’s method in our calculations. The basic concept

of his method and our implementation of it are described in the following paragraph.

Koehler’s approach is based on the conservation of mass, which must prevail between two isen-

tropes in an adiabatic redistribution. The mass above an isentrope is proportional to the average

pressure on that isentrope. In the flat topography case, the average pressure on an isentrope equals

the pressure on that isentrope in the rest state, and that pressure profile can be straightforwardly

calculated as described in step 1. In contrast, in the rest state with uneven topography, the average

pressure cannot be directly computed from the hydrostatic equilibrium since the mass above each

point in the atmosphere is not known. However, since mass has to be conserved and we know

how much mass is above each isentrope from the flat case, the pressure in the rest state can be

determined iteratively by adjusting an appropriately chosen initial pressure profile towards mass

conservation (e.g., the rest-state pressure profile calculated assuming flat topography). In order to

do this, however, we first need a definition of the way of how to compute the average pressure on

isentropes in an atmosphere over uneven topography.

Determining the average pressure on an isentrope under uneven topography is a crucial step in

this method. The problem is that the isentropes are horizontal in the rest state, as before, however



now, as surface topography is uneven, some isentropes intersect Earth’s surface. A way has to

be defined on how to treat the parts of the isentropes that lie underground. Koehler follows here

the procedure introduced by Lorenz (1955) where the average pressure on an isentrope surface

intersecting the ground is determined using the pressure profile values for the part of the isentropes

which is above ground and using the surface pressure values for the part of the isentrope which is

underground. With this definition, mass conservation will occur when

pk = p̂k, k = 1, ...,K (14)

where the overbar denotes the average on a specified isentrope level, k indicates the isentrope

level extending from the minimum surface Q value in the atmosphere (k = 1) to the top level

value (k = K) and the hat designates the average pressure on the k-th isentrope after an adiabatic

redistribution, in this case the rest state atmosphere.

Both the surface pressure as well as the rest state pressure profile which is to be adjusted, change

with every step of the iteration and thus have to be computed newly every time. An equation for

computing the surface pressure values can be derived from the equation of hydrostatic balance,

which provides a linear relationship of Q versus pk between two consecutive isentropes. By

rewriting the hydrostatic equation for the rest state, the variables Z for the height above sea level,

p and Q can be related to each other (Taylor 1979):

∂ ẑ
∂Q

=
cp

g
Q ∂

∂Q

✓
p̂
p0

◆k
. (15)

Casting this equation in finite difference form (Taylor 1979) yields

Ẑk+1 =Ẑk +
cp

2gpk
0
(p̂k

k � p̂k
k+1)(Qk +Qk+1), k = 1, ...,K �1 (16)

This relationship (16) enables the computation of the height of each isentrope given a certain

pressure profile. It also serves for the calculation of the surface pressure and potential temperature



at any given point on Earth’s surface when topography height Zs for this point is given. Rewriting

equation (16) yields the following expressions for surface Q and surface pressure values

Q̂s =

⇢
2gpk

0
cp(p̂k

k � p̂k
k+1)

[Qk+1(Zs � Ẑk)+Qk(Ẑk+1 �Zs)]�QkQk+1

�1/2
, (17)

p̂s =

"
p̂k

k+1 +
2gpk

0 (Ẑk+1 �Zs)

cp(Qk+1 + Q̂s)

#1/k

, (18)

where Ẑ  Zs  Ẑk+1 and the s subscript denotes the surface. With equations (16), (17) and (18),

the average pressure on each isentrope can be directly calculated.

The rest state determination is then calculated by iteration, in which each iteration step performs

the following calculations to adjust the pressure profile towards mass conservation:

Firstly, the rest pressure profile pk, k = 1, ...,K from step 1 for the flat case is compared with the

minimum of the given-state surface pressure values. The pk value which is closest to being smaller

than the minimum surface pressure value marks the isentrope level QK⇤ above which each isen-

trope is entirely above the ground in the rest state. The rest state pressure for the isentrope levels

K⇤+ 1 to K is not influenced by topography and equals the rest state pressure in the atmosphere

over flat topography from step 1. After this, the adjusted rest state pressures on the isentropes

 K⇤ is retrieved by repeating the following steps until mass is conserved:

• Calculate Ẑk from the initial rest pressure profile provided by step 1, by solving equation (16).

• Determine Q̂s and p̂s at each Earth surface point by equations (17) and (18).

• Compute p̂k at each isentrope level.

• Compare p̂k values to the pk values and readjust the p̂k accordingly to converge towards mass

conservation.



The readjustment of the computed rest state pressure values, mentioned in the last bullet point,

is performed by

p̂n+1
k = p̂n+1

k+1 +a · (p̂n
k � p̂n

k+1), (19)

k = K⇤ �1, ...,1, n = 1, ...,N,

where

a = f

"
(pk � pk+1)

(p̂n
k � p̂n

k+1)
�1

#
+1, (20)

where N is the total number of iteration steps and p̂n+1 = p̂n = p̂ = p for levels � K⇤ as they do

not intersect Earth’s surface; f represents a convergence adjustment fraction, here set to 0.1.

This is the readjustment process of the method presented by Koehler (1986). Applied to our

climate model data set, for numerical stability, the adjustment term as found in Koehler had

to be modified to introduce the f -term as seen in Equation (20) to moderate the impact of the

adjustment and allow convergence to be reached. This is necessary because we are dealing

with climate model data which is relatively fine, allowing pressure steps to be too small for

computational processing at some points. This readjustment is performed until mass conservation

is accurate to within 25 Pa (i.e., to within 0.025 %).

Step 3:

In a third step, the contribution to APE and APE generation coming from each atmospheric

parcel is computed. Computing APE is done by reformulating Lorenz’s exact equation for APE

which integrates over isentropes to an equation which builds an integral over limited volumes

(Grotjahn 1993):

APE = cp

Z

M

✓
pk � pk

r
pk

◆
T dM. (21)



Solving this equation as a sum over all parcels yields the total APE in the atmosphere. By

solving the integral over the mass of one parcel only, the parcel’s contribution to the total APE is

obtained. APE calculated in this is equivalent to the available enthalpy.

Note that Equation (3) shows that the enthalpy of an atmospheric column in hydrostatic equi-

librium equals the total potential energy as the sum of the geopotential and the internal energy in

that column. This equality, however, doesn’t hold for one parcel only (if it doesn’t span over a

whole atmospheric column). Thus, performing APE calculations where the global average avail-

able enthalpy is calculated will result in the same value when the global average of the available

potential energy is retrieved. The maps, however, showing the contribution to the available energy

or enthalpy contributed by each parcel will look very different. It is therefore necessary to specify

which form of energy is being represented.

APE generation for each parcel is obtained by inserting the given state and final rest state pres-

sure values from each parcel into equation (11), which results for a single parcel in:

G = mnQn


1�
✓

pr

p

◆k�
, (22)

where mn is the parcel’s mass and Qn denotes the heating rate at each parcel obtained from CESM

data.

c. Moist APE and APE generation in an atmosphere over flat topography

1) APE CALCULATIONS

Lorenz extended his theory of dry available potential energy in 1978 in order to take moist

processes, e.g. phase changes during adiabatic movement, into account. His ways of evaluating

moist available energy include a graphical method (Lorenz 1978) and a numerical method (Lorenz

1979).
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